Technical Achievement Award Committee for his "fundamental and continuing contributions to the theory and practice of database management systems." The originator of the relational model for databases, Codd has made t~rther important contributions in the development of relational algebra, relational calculus, and normalization of relations.
1t. ilntroduc*ien [t is generally admitted that there is a productivity crisis in the development of "running code" for cornmercial and industrial applications. The growth in end user demands fbr new applications is outstripping the capability of data processing departments to implement the corresponding application programs. In the late sixties and early seventies many people in the computing field hoped that the introduction of database management systems (commonly abbreviated DBMS) would markedly increase the productivity of application programmers by removing many of their problems in handling input and output files. DBMS (along with data dictionaries) appear to have been highly successful as instruments of data control, and they did remove many of the file handling details from the concern of application programmers. Why then have they failed as productivity boosters?
There are three principal reasons:
(1) These systems burdened application programmers with numerous concepts that were irrelevant to their data retrieval and manipulation tasks, forcing them to think and code at a needlessly low level of structural detail (the "owner-member set" of CODASYL DBTG is an outstanding example); (2) No commands were provided for processing multipte records at a time--in other words, DBMS did not support set processing and, as a result, programmers were %rced to think and code in terms of iterative loops that were often unnecessary (here we use the word "set" in its traditional mathematical sense, not the linked structure sense of CODASYL DBTG); (3) The :needs of end users for direct interaction with databases, particularly interaction of an unanticipated nature, were inadequately recognized--a query capability was assumed to be something one could add on to a DBMS at some later time.
Looking back at the database management systems of the late sixties, we may readily observe that there was no sharp distinction between the programmer's (logical) view of the data and the (physical) representation of data in storage. Even though what was called the logical level usually provided protection from placement expressed in terms of storage addresses and byte offsets, many storage--oriented concepts were an integral part of this level~ The adverse impact on development productivity of requiring programmers to navigate along access paths to
The crux of the problem with the the CODASYL DBTG ownermember set is that it combines into one construct three orthogonal concepts: one-to-many relationship, existence dependency, and a uservisible linked structure to be traversed by application programs. It is the last of these three concepts that places a heavy and unnecessary navigation burden on application programmers, It also presents an i~lsurmountable obstacle fbr end users.
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reach tlae target data (in some cases having to deal directly with the layout of data ir~ storage and in others having to fbllow pointer chains) was enormous. In addition, it was not possibte to make slight changes in the layout in storage without simultaneously having to revise at1 programs that relied of~ the previous structure. The introduction of as. index might have a similar eff?ct. As a restait, fiat too much manpower was being invested in continual (arid avoidable) maintenar~ce of' application programs.
Another consequence was that installation of these systems was otten agonizingly slow, due to the large amount of time spent in 1earning about the systems and in planning the organization of the data at both logical and physical levels, prior to database activation. The aim of" this preplanning was to "get it right once and for all" so as to avoid the need fbr subsequent changes in the data description that, in turn, would force coding changes in application programs. Such an objective was, of course, a mirage, even if sound principles for database design had been known at the time (and, of course, they were not).
To show how relational database management systems avoid the three pitfalls cited above, we shall first review the motivation of the relational model and discuss some of its features. We shall then classify systems that are based ctpon that model. As we proceed, we shall stress application programmer productivity, even though the benefits fbr end users are just as great, because much has already been said and demonstrated regarding the value of relational database to end users (see [23] and the papers cited therein).
Metivatieri
The most important motivation for the research work that resulted in the relational model was the objective of providing a sharp and clear boundary between the logical and physical aspects of database management (including database design, data retrieval, and data manipulation).
We call this the data independence objective.
A second objective was to make the model structmally simpte, so that all kinds of users and programmers could have a common understanding of the data, and could therefore communicate with one another about the database. We call this the communicability objective.
A third objective was to introduce high level language concepts (but not specific syntax) to enable users to express operations upon large chunks of information at a time. This entailed providing a foundation for setoriented processing (i.e., the ability to express in a single statement the processing of multiple sets of records at a time). We call this the set-processing objective.
There were other objectives, such. as providing a sound theoretical foundation for database organization and management, but these objectives are less relevant to our present productivity theme.
3~ The Relational l~'iode~
To satisf)/ these three objectives, it was necessary to discard all tlhose data structuring concepts (e.g., repeating groups, linked structures) that were not familiar to end users and to take a fresh look at the addressing of data.
Positional concepts have always played a significant role in computer addressing, beginning with plugboard addressing, then absolute numeric addressing, relative numeric addressing, and symbolic addressing with arithmetic properties (e.g., the symbolic address A + 3 in assembler language; the address X(I + t, Y -2) of an element in a ~::ortran, Algol, or PL/I array named X). In the relational model we replace positional addressing by totally associative addressing. Every datum in a relational database can be uniquely addressed by means of the relation, name, primary key value, and attribute name. Associative addressing of this form enables users (yes, and even programmers also!) to leave it to the system to (t) determine the details of placement of a xlew piece of information that is being inserted into a database and (2) select appropriate access paths when retrieving data.
All information in a relational database is represented by values in tables (even table names appear as character strings in at least one table). Addressing data by value, rather than by position, boosts the productivity of programmers as wet1 as end users (positions of items in sequences are usually subject to change and are not easy for a person to keep track of, especially if the sequences contain many items). Moreover, the fact that programmers and end users all address data in the same way goes a long way to meeting the communicability objective.
The n-ary relation was chosen as the single aggregate structure for the relational model, because with appropriate operators and an appropriate conceptual representation (the table) it satisfies all three of the cited objectives. Note that an n-ary retation is a mathematical set, in which the ordering of rows is immaterial.
Sometimes the following questions arise: Why call it the relational model? Why not call it the tabular model? There are two reasons: (1) At the time the relational model was introduced, many people in data processing felt that a relation (or relationship) among two or more objects must be represented by a linked data structure (so the name was selected to counter this misconception); (2) Tables are at a lower level of abstraction than relations, since they give the impression that positional (array-type) addressing is applicable (which is not true of n-ary relations), and they fail to show that the information content of a table is independent of row order. Nevertheless, even with these minor flaws, tables are the most important conceptual representation of relations, because they are universally understood.
Incidentally, if a data model is to be considered as a serious alternative for the relational model, it too should have a clearly defined conceptual representation for database instances. Such a representation facilitates 111 think:iag about the effects of whatever operations are under consideration. It is a requirement ~br programmer and end-user productivity. Such a representation is rarely, if ever, discussed in data models that use concepts :such as entities and relationships, or in functional data models. Such models frequently do not have any operators either! Nevertheless, they may be useful tbr certain kinds of data type analysis encountered in the process of establishing a new database, especially in the very early stages of determining a preliminary informal organization. This leads to the question: What is a data model?
A data model is, of course, not just a data structure, as many people seem to thinL It is natural that the principal data models are named after their principal structures, but that is not the whole story.
A data model [9] is a combination of at least three components:
(1) A collection of data structure types (the database building, blocks);
(2) A collection of operators or rules of inference, which can be applied to .any valid instances of the data types tisted in (1), to retrieve, derive, or modify data from any parts of those structures in any combinations desired; (3) A collection of general integrity rules, which implicitly or explicitly define the set of consistent database states or changes of state or both--these rules are general in the sense that they apply to any database using this model (incidentally, they may sometimes be expressed as insert-update-delete rules).
The relational model is a data model in this sense, and was the first such to be defined. We do not propose to give a detailed definition of the relational model here--the original definition appeared in [7] , and an improved one in Secs. 2 and 3 of [8] . Its structuralpart consists of domains, relations of assorted degrees (with tables as their principal conceptual representation), attributes, tuples, candidate keys, and primary keys. Under the principal representation, attributes become columns of tables and tuples become rows, but there is no notion of one column succeeding another or of one row succeeding another as t~r as the database tables are concerned. In other words, the left to right order of columns and the top to bottom order of rows in those tables are arbitrary and irrelevant.
The manipuIativepart of the relational model consists of the algebraic operators (select, project, join, etc.) which transform relations into relations (and hence tables into tables).
The integrity part consists of two integrity rules: entity integrity and referential integrity (see [8, 11] tbr recent developments in this latter area). In any particular application of a data model it may be necessary to impose further (database-specific) integrity constraints, and thereby define a smaller set of consistent database states or changes of state.
In the development of the relational model, there has always been a strong coupling between the structural,
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February 1982 of Volume 25 the ACM Number 2 manipulative, and integrity aspects. If" the structures are defined atone and separately, their behavioral prope~ties are not pinned down, infinitely many possibilities present themselves, and endless speculation results. It is therefore no surprise that attempts such as those of CODASYL and ANS-[ to develop data structure definition language (DDL) and data manipulation language (DML) in separate committees have yietded many misunderstandings and incompatibilities.
4o The Relatienal Precessirag CapabWty
The relational model calls not only for relational structures (which can be thought of as tables), but also fbr a particular kinnd of set processing called relational proee.rsing. Relational processing entails treating whole relations as operands. Its primary purpose is loop-avoidance, an absolute requirement for end users to be productive at all, and a ctear productivity booster for application programmers.
The SELECT operator (also called RESTRICT) of the relational algebra takes one relation (table) as operand and produces a new relation (table) consisting of selected tuples (rows) of the first. The PROJECT operator also transforms one relation (table) into a new one, this time however consisting of selected attributes (columns) of the first. The EQUI-JOIN operator takes two relations (tables) as operands and produces a third consisting of rows of the first concatenated with rows of the second, but only where specified columns in the first and specified columns in the second have matching values. tf redundancy in columns is removed, the operator is called NATURAL JOIN. In what follows, we use the term "join" to ret%r to either the equi-join or the natural join.
The relational algebra, which includes these and other operators, is intended as a yardstick of power. It is not intended to be a standard language, to which all relational systems should adhere. The set-processing objective of the relational model is intended to be met by means of a data sublanguage 2 having at least the power of the relational algebra without making use of iteration or recursion statements.
Much of the derivability power of the relational algebra is obtained from the SELECT, PROJECT, and JOIN operators alone, provided the JOIN is not subject to any implementation restrictions having to do with predefinition of supporting physical access paths. A system has an unrestricted join capability if it allows joins to be taken wherein any pair of attributes may be matched, providing only that they are defined on the same domain or data type (for our present purpose, it does not matter 2 A data sublanguage is a specialized language for database management, supporting at least data definition, data retrieval, insertion, update, and deletion. It need not be computationally complete, and usually is not. In the context of application programming, it is intended to be used in conjunction with one or more programming languages.
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whether the domain is syntactic or semantic and it does not matter whether the data type is weak or strong, but see [10j fbr circumstances in which it does matter).
Occasionally, one finds systems in which join is supported only if the attributes to be matched have the same name or are supported by a certain type of predeclared access path. Such restrictions significantly impair the power of the system to derive relations from the base relations. These restrictions conseq~entty reduce the system's capability to handle unanticipated queries by end users and reduce the chances fbr application programmers to avoid coding iterative loops.
Thus, we say that a data sublanguage L has a re/ational processing cc~pability if the transformations specified by the SELECT, PROJECT, and unrestricted JOIN operators of' the relational algebra can be specified in L without resorting to commands for iteration or recursion. For a database management system to be catled relational it must support:
(1) Tables without user-visible navigation links between them;
(2) A data sublanguage with at least this (minimal) relational processing capability.
One consequence of this is that a DBMS that does not support relational processing should be considered non-relational. Such a system might be more appropriately called tabular, providing that it supports tables without user-visible navigation links between tables. This term should replace the term "semi-relational" used in [8] , because there is a large difference in implementation complexity between tabular systems, in which the programmer does his own navigation, and relational systems, in which the system does the navigation for him, i.e., the system provides automatic navigation.
The definition of.relational DBMS given above intentionally permits a lot of latitude in the services provided. For example, it is not required that the full relational algebra be supported, and there is no requirement in regard to support of the two integrity rules of the relational model (entity integrity and referential integrity). Full support by a relational system of these latter two parts of the model justifies calling that system fully relational [8] . Although we know of no systems that qualify as tMly relational today, some are quite close to qualifying, and no doubt will soon do so.
In Fig. 1 we illustrate the distinction between the various kinds of relational and tabular systems. For each class the extent of shading in the S box is intended to show the degree of fidelity of members of that class to the structural requirements of the relational model. A similar remark applies to the M box with respect to the manipulative requirements, and to the I box with respect to the integrity requirements, m denotes the minimal relational processing capability. ¢ denotes relational completeness (a capability corresponding to a two-valued first order predicate logic without nulls). When the manipulation box M is fully shaded, this denotes a capability corresponding to the futl relational algebra defined in [8] (a three-valued predicate logic with a single kind of null). The question mark in the integrity box for each class except the fully relational is an indication of the present inadequate support for integrity in relational systems. Stronger support tbr domains and primary keys is needed [10] , as well as the kind of facility discussed in [ 14] .
Note that a relational DBMS may package its relational processing capability in any convenient way. For example, in the INGRES system of Relational Technology, Inc., the RETRIEVE statement of QUEL [29] embodies all three operators (select, project, join) in one statement, in such a way that one can obtain the same effect as any one of the operators or any combination of them.
In the definition of the relational model there are several prohibitions. To cite two examples: user-visible navigation links between tables are ruled out, and database information must not be represented (or hidden) in the ordering of tuples within base relations. Our experience is that DBMS designers who have implemented non-relational systems do not readily understand and accept these prohibitions. By contrast, users enthusiastically understand and accept the enhanced ease of learning and ease of use resulting from these prohibitions.
Incidentally, the Relational Task Group of the American National Standards Institute has recently issued a report [4] on the feasibility of developing a standard for relational database systems. This report contains an enlightening analysis of the features of a dozen relational systems, and its authors clearly understand the relational model.
In order to have wide applicability most relational DBMS have a data sublanguage which can be interfaced with one or more of the commonly used programming languages (e.g., Cobol, Fortran, PL/I, APL). We shall refer to these latter languages as host languages. A relational DBMS usually supports at least one end-user oriented data sublanguage--sometimes several, because the needs of these users may vary. Some prefer string languages such as QUEL or SQL [5] , while others prefer the screen-oriented two-dimensional data sublanguage of Query-by-Example [33] . Now, some relational systems (e.g., System R [6], INGRES [29] ) support a data sublanguage that is usable in two modes: (t) interactively at a terminal and (2) embedded in an application program written in a host language. There are strong arguments for such a doublemode data sublanguage:
(1) With such a language application programmers can separately debug at a terminal the database statements they wish to incorporate in their application programs--people who have used SQL to develop application programs claim that the double-mode feature significantly enhances their productivity;
(2) Such a language significantly enhances communication among programmers, analysts, end users, database administration staft; etc.; (3) Frivolous distinctions between the languages used in these two modes place an unnecessary learning and memory burden on those users who have to work in both modes.
The importance of this feature in productivity suggests that relational DBMS be classified according to whether they possess this feature or not. Accordingly, we call those relational DBMS that support a double-mode sublanguage uniform relational. Thus, a uniform relational DBMS supports relational processing at both an end-user interface and at an application programming interface using a data sublanguage common to both interfdce&
The natural term for all other relational DBMS is non-uniform relational. An example of a non-unitbrm relational DBMS is the TANDEM ENCOMPASS [19] . With this system, when retrieving data interactively at a terminal, one uses the relational data sublanguage EN-FORM (a language with relational processing capability). When writing a program to retrieve or manipulate data, one uses an extended version of Cobol (a language that does not possess the relational processing capability). Common to both levels of use are the structures: tables without user-visible navigation links between them.
A question that immediately arises is this: how can a data sublanguage with relational processing capability be interfaced with a language such as Cobol or PL/I that can handle data one record at a time only (i.e., that is incapable of treating a set of records as a single operand)? To solve this problem we must separate the following 113 Communications February 1982 of Volume 25 the ACM Number 2 two actions f?om one another: (1) definition of the relation to be derived; (2) presentation of the derived relation to the host language program. One solution (adopted in the Peterlee Relational Test Vehicle [3 l]) is to cast a derived relation in the fbrm of afite that can be read record-by-record by means of host language statements. In this case detive~ 7 of records is delegated to the file system used by the pertinent host language.
Another solution (adopted by System R) is to keep the delivery of records under the control of data sublam. guage statements and, hence, under the control of the relational DBMS optiraizer. A query statement Q of SQL (the data sublanguage of System R) may be embedded in a host language program, using the fbllowing kind of phrase (for expdsitory reasons, the syntax is not exactly that of SQL) DECLARE C CURSOR FOR Q where C stands for any name chosen by the programmer. Such a statement associates a cursor named C with the defining expression Q, Tuples from the derived rotation defined by Q are presented to the program one at a time by means of the named cursor. Each time a KETCH per this cursor is executed, the system delivers another tuple fl'om the derived relation. The order of delivery is system-determined -unless the SQL statement Q defining the derived relation contains an ORDER BY clause.
tt is important to note that in advancing a cursor over a derived relation the programmer is not engaging in navigation to some target data. The derived relation is itself the target data! It is the DBMS that determines whether the derived relation should be materialized en bloc prior to the cursor-controlled scan or materialized piecemeal during the scan. In either case, it is the system (not the programmer) that selects the access paths by which the derived data is to be generated. This takes a significant burden off the programmer's shoulders, thereby increasing his productivity.
6o Skep~ticism Abost Relat,~ena] Systems
There has been no shortage of skepticism concerning the practicality of the relational approach to database management. Much of this skepticism stems from a lack of understanding, some from a fear of the numerous theoretical investigations that are based on the relational model [1, 2, 15, 16, 24] . Instead of welcoming a theoret.. ical fbundation as providing soundness, the attitude seems to be: if it's theoretical, it cannot be practical. The absence of a theoretical Ibundation for almost all nonrelational DBMS is the prime cause of their ungepotchket quality. (This is a Yiddish word, one of whose meanings is patched up.)
On the other hand, it seems reasonable to pose the following two questions:
(1) Can a relational system provide the range of set-
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vices that we have grown to expect from other DBMS? (2) If (1) is m~swered af~irmadvdy, can such a system perfbrm as well as non~relatior~.a/ DBMS? ~ We took at each. of these i~"~ tt~rm
6.~ Range of Services
A full-scale DBMS provides the %llowing capabilities: o data storage, retrieval, and update; ° a user-accessible catalog fbr dam description; transaction support to ensure that all or none of a sequence of database charges are reflected in the pertinent databases (see [17] fbr an ~dp-to-date summary of transaction technology); o recovery services in case of fhiture (system, media, or program); o concurrency control services to ensure tt~at concurrent transactions behave the sarae way as if run in some sequential order; o authorization services to ensure that all access to and manipulation of data be in accordance with specified constraints on users and programs [18] ; integration with support tk~r data communication; • integrity services to ensure that database states and changes of state confbrm to specified rubs.
Certain relational prototypes developed in the early seventies felt far short of providing alt these services (possibly for good reasons). Now, however, several relational systems are available as software products and provide all these services with the exception of the last. Present versions of these products are admittedly weak in the provision of integrity services, but this is rapidly being remedied [ 10] ~ Some relational DBMS actually provide more complete data services than the non-relational systems. Three examples follow.
As a first example, relational DBMS support the extraction of all meaningful relations from a database, whereas non-relational systems support extraction only where there exist statically predefined access paths.
As a second example of" the additional services provided by some relational systems, consider views. A view is a virtual relation (table) defined by means of an expression or sequence of commands. Although not directly supported by actual data, a view appears to a user as if it were an additional base table kept up-to-date and in a state of integrity with the other base tables. Views are usefu.1 for permitting application programs and users at terminals to interact with constant view structures, even when the base tables themselves are undergoing structural changes at the logical level (providing that the pertinent views are still definable from the new base tables). They are also useful in restricting the scope of a One should bear in mind that the non-relational ones always employ comparatively k)w level data sublanguages ibr application programming.
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As a third example, some systems (e4., SQL/DS [28] and its prototype predecessor System R) permit a variety of" changes to be made to the logical and physical organization of' the data dynamically--while transactions are in progress. These clhanges rarely require application programs to be recoded~ Thus, there is less of a program maintenance bv, rden, leaving programmers to be more productive doing development rather than maintenance, This capability is made possible in SQL/DS by the t~ct that the system has complete control over access path selection.
In non-relational systems such changes would normatly require all other database activities including transactions in progress to be brought to a halt. The database then remains out of action until the organizational changes are completed and any necessary recompiling done.
PerfOrmance
Naturally, people would hesitate to use relational systems if these systems were sluggish in performance. All too oRen, erroneous conclusions are drawn about the performance of relational systems by comparing the time it might take for one of these systems to execute a complex transaction with the time a non-relational system might take to execute an extremely simple transaction. To arrive at a fair performance comparison, one must compare these systems on the same tasks or applications. We shall present arguments to show why relational systems should be able to compete successfully with non-relational systems.
Good performance is determined by two factors: (t) the system must support performance-oriented physical data structures; (2) high-level language requests for data must be compiled into lower-level code sequences at least as good as the average application programmer can produce by hand.
The first step in the argument is that a program written in a Cobol-level language can be made to perform -eficiently on large databases containing production data structured in tabular form with no user-visible navigation links between them. This step in the argument is supported by the following information [19] : as of August t981, Tandem Computer Corp. had manufactured and installed 760 systems; of these, over 700 were making use of the Tandem ENCOMPASS relational database management system to support databases containing 1production data. Tandem has committed its own manufacturing database to the care of ENCOMPASS. ENCOMPASS does not support links between the database tables, either user-visible (navigation) links or userinvisible (access'method) links.
In the second step of the argument, suppose we take the application programs in the above-cited installations 1t5 and replace the database retrieval and manipulation statements by statements in a database sublanguage with a relational processing capability (e.g., SQL). Clearly, to obtain good performance with such a high level language, it is essential that it be compiled into object code (instead of being interpreted), and it is essential that that object code be efficient.
Compilation is used in System R and its product version SQL/DS. In 1976 Raymond Lorie developed an ingenious pre-and post-compiling scheme ~br coping with dynamic changes in access paths [21] . It also copes with early (and hence efficient) authorization and integrity checking (the latter, however, is not yet implemented). This scheme calls for compiling in a rather special way the SQL statements embedded in a host language program. This compilation step transforms the SQL statements into appropriate CALLs within the source program together with access modules containing object code. These modules are then stored in the database tbr later use at runtime. The code in these access modules is generated by the system so as to optimize the sequencing of the major operations and the selection of access paths to provide runtime efficiency. Alter this precompilation step, the application program is compiled by a regular compiler tbr the pertinent .host language. If at any subsequent time one or more of the access paths is removed and an attempt is made to run the program, enough source information has been retained in the access module to enable the system to re-compile a new access module that exploits the now existing access paths without requiring a re-compilation of the application program.
Incidentally, the same data sublanguage compiler is used on ad hoc queries submitted interactively t~om a terminal and also on queries that are dynamically generated during the execution of a program (e.g., i~om parameters submitted interactively). Immediately after compilation, such queries are executed and, with the exception of the simplest of queries, the performance is better than that of an interpreter.
The generation of access modules (whether at the initial compiling or re-compiling stage) entaits a quite sophisticated optimization scheme [27] , which makes use of system-maintained statistics that would not normally be within the programmer's knowledge. Thus, only on the simplest of all transactions would it be possible for an average application programmer to compete with this optimizer in generation of efficient code. Any attempts to compete are bound to reduce the programmer's productivity. Thus, the price paid for extra compile-time overhead would seem to be well worth paying.
Assuming non-linked tabular structures in both cases, we can expect SQL/DS to generate code comparable with average hand-written code in many simple cases, and superior in many complex cases. Many commercial transactions are extremely simple. For example, one may need to look up a record for a particular railroad wagon to find out where it is or find the balance in someone's savings account, if suitably t~st access paths are supported (e.g., hashing), there is no reason why a high-level language such as SQL, QUEL, or QBE should resutt in less efficient ram.time code for these simple transactions than a lower level language, even though such transac--tions make little use of the optimizing capability of the high-level data sublanguage compiler.
Future Directions
If we are to use relational database as a %undation for productivity, we need to know what sort of developments may lie ahead tbr relational systems.
Let us deal with near-term developments first. In some relational systems stronger support is needed for domains and primary keys per suggestions in [10] . As already noted, atl relational systems need upgrading with regard to automatic adherence to integrity constraints. Existing constraints on updating join-type views need to be relaxed (where theoretically possible), and progress is being made on this problem [20] . Support for outer joins is needed.
Marked improvements are being made in optimizing technology, so we may reasonably expect further improvements in per%finance. In certain products, such as the ICL CAFS [22] and the Britton-Lee IDM500 [13], special hardware support has been implemented. Special hardware may help performance in certain types of applications. However, in the majority of applications dealing with formatted databases, software-implemented relational systems can compete in performance with software-implemented non-relational systems.
At present, most relational systems do not provide any special support for engineering and scientific databases. Such support, including interfacing with Fortran, is clearly needed and can be expected.
Catalogs in relational systems already consist of additional relations that can be interrogated just like the rest of the database using the same query language. A n.atural development that can and should be swiftly put in place is the expansion of these catalogs into fullfledged active dictionaries to provide additional on-line data control.
Finally, in the near term, we may expect database design aids suited for use with relational systems both at the logical and physical levels.
In the longer term we may expect support for relational databases distributed over a communications network [25, 30, 32] and managed in such a way that application programs and interactive users can manipulate the data (1) as if all of it were stored at the local node--location transparency--and (2) as if no data were replicated anywhere--replication transyaremy. All three of the projects cited above are based on the relational model. One important reason for this is that relational databases offer great decomposition flexibility when planning how a database is to be distributed over a H6 network of comp~ter systems, and great recomposition power for dynamic combination of decentralized information. By contrast, CODASYL DBTG databases are very difficuk to decompose and recompose due to the er~tanglement of" the owner-member navigation links. This property makes the CODASYL approach extremely difficult to adapt to a distributed database environment and may well prove to be its downfh11. A secor~d reason for use of' the relational model is that it off?rs concise high level data subtanguages for transmitting requests tbr data fYom node to node.
The ongoing work in extending the relational model to capture in a formal way more meaning of the data can be expected to lead to the incorporation of this raeaning in the database catalog in order to thctor it out of application programs and make these programs even more concise and simple. Here, we are, of course, talking about meaning that is represented in such a way that the system can understand it and act upon it.
1reproved theories are being developed %r handling missing data and inapplicable data (see for example [3] ). This work should yield improved treatment of null values.
As it stands today, relational database is best suited to data with a rather regular or homogeneous structure. Can we retain the advantages of the relational approach while handling heterogeneous data also? Such data may include images, text, and miscellaneous facts. An affirmative answer is expected, and some research is in progress on this subject, but more is needed.
Considerable research is needed to achieve a rapprochement between database languages and programming languages. Pascal/R [26] is a good example of work in this direction. Ongoing investigations focus on the incorporation of abstract data types into database languages on the one hand [12] and relational processing into programming languages on the other.
Conclusions
We have presented a series of arguments to support the claim that relational database technology offers dramatic improvements in productivity both for end users and for application programmers. The arguments center on the data independence, structural simplicity, and relational processing defined in the relational model and implemented in relational database management systems. Att three of these fF, atures simplify the task of developing application programs and the formulation of queries and updates to be submitted from a terminal. In addition, the first feature tends to keep programs viable in the face of organizational and descriptive changes in the database and therefore reduces the effort that is normally diverted into the maintenance of programs.
Why, then, does the title of this paper suggest that relational database provides only a tbundation for improved productivity and not the total solution? The
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February 1982 of Volume 25 the ACM N umber 2 reason is simple: relational database deals only with the shared data component of application programs and end-user interactions. There are numerous complementary technologies that may help with other components or aspects, {ior example, programming languages that support relational processing and improved checking of data types, improved editors that understand more of the language being used, etc. We use the term "tbundation," because interaction with shared data (whether by program or via terminal) represents the core of so much data processing activity. The practicality of the relational approach has been proven by the test and production installations that are already in operation. Accordingly, with relational systems we can flow look forward to the productivity boost that we all hoped DBMS would provide in the first place.
